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MAKING COMMUNITY ENGAGED GAMES (FALL 2021)

The students in this immersive learning experience were enrolled in CS215: Introduction to

Game Design. This course provides a practical introduction to game design using a systems

thinking approach, emphasizing the iterative and creative processes used to create engaging

games.

The first half of the semester was spent exploring fundamental theories of game design,

including an introduction to educational game design. The students devoted their second half

of the semester to iterative development of an original game based on the core stories of

Minnetrista. George Buss, Jr, Vice President of Visitor Experience at Minnetrista, made

several visits to the class to talk about Minnetrista's role in the community and give students

feedback on their design ideas.

Contained in this showcase are near-final drafts of many students' final projects, all of which

are print-and-play games. That means you can download the files, print them up, and try the

games for yourself! The authors' contact information should be provided in each packet in

case you would like to send them feedback on their designs. Note that the students' projects

will be finalized after the deadline for submission to this online showcase, and so the versions

submitted to Minnetrista may vary slightly from what is available here.

The games created by this semester's students will provide the input into next semester's

continuation of this immersive project. The Spring team will work with Minnetrista and their

faculty mentor to choose the designs most amenable to digital production, and then we will

work together to produce an original video game based on these designs.

Instructor: Dr. Paul Gestwicki, Department of Computer Science
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Materials
● The provided game board is required but you could always design your

own.
● The provided bonus scoring cards are required but they could be written

onto note cards or halves of note cards.
● Pieces of up to four distinct colors and three different shapes/sizes for

each color are required to represent each player's plants. The provided
tokens are recommended but anything that the players could keep track of
is serviceable.

● Some form of token to represent rocks are required. There are no tokens
provided so mangala beads are recommended.

● The starting player token is recommended but almost anything could work
as one.

● Smaller dice are highly recommended to keep track of growth tiers.
● A piece of paper is recommended to keep track of point totals.
● Dice or paper used to keep track of scores is recommended to keep track

of the rounds of the game.

Set up
1. Place ten rock tokens onto the board. Rocks cannot be placed in adjacent

tiles from each other.
2. The player who most recently ate a fruit or vegetable gets the starting

player token first.
3. Give each player 5 apple tree tokens, 10 carrot tokens, and 15 tomato

tokens of their chosen color.
4. The first bonus scoring card is revealed.

Rounds and Turns
Each player gets one turn per round, starting with the person with the

starting player token, and a round is over after each player has taken their turn.
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Player Turns

● At the beginning of each player's turn all of their plants grow one tier then
they take only one of the following actions. (see page 3 for rules on
actions).

○ Sow
○ Propagate
○ Or Harvest

Rounds

● A round ends after the player to the right of the player with the starting
player token ends their turn. Then the following events occur in order.

1. All players check if any of their plants die. (see page 3)
2. If it is the 10th or 20th round players resolve the bonus scoring

cards. If it is the 10th a new bonus scoring card is revealed. (see
page 4)

3. The player with the starting player token passes the token to the
player on their left. (Ignore this event if there are only two players).

● There are 20 total rounds in the game and the player with the most points
at the end of the 20th round wins.

Rules

Shared Rules
● No plant may be placed onto a tile that already contains a plant or a rock.
● Each player may only take one action per turn and that action can only be

for one type of plant. For example:
○ Sow a carrot plant.
○ Propagating a tomato plant.
○ Harvesting apple trees.
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Plant Growth and Death
● Different plant types are considered fully grown at different tiers. (see

pages 5, 6, 7)
● All plants die at the end of the round if they have grown to the tier equal to

double the tier they would be considered fully grown without being
harvested.

○ For example: if a player has tomatoes at growth tier 6 still on the
board at the end of the turn, those tomatoes would die at the end of
the round.

● When any plant dies at the end of a round, that plant is removed from the
board and given back to the player and the player is given no points.

Actions
All plant types share all the same rules for the sow action, but each

different plant type only shares the rules shown below for the propagate and
harvest actions. To see the individual rules for propagation and harvesting see
pages 5, 6, and 7.

Sow
● When a player takes the sow action that player places the token for the

chosen plant type on any available tile on the board. It begins at growth tier
0.

● A player can only take the sow action for a type of plant that they do not
already have on the board.

Propagate
● When a player takes the propagate action on a plant of their chosen type

they must also choose only one plant of that type to be the “point of origin”
for the propagation pattern.

● All propagation patterns are in respect to the top of the board. The top of
the board is indicated by the colored hex tile.

● All new plants placed through propagation start at growth tier 0.
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Harvest
● A plant is eligible to be harvested if it is at the growth tier to be considered

“fully grown” or higher.
● When a player takes the harvest action on a chosen plant type they must

harvest all of the eligible plants of that type.

Bonus Scoring cards
● Bonus scoring cards are resolved at the end of the 10th and 20th round.

With a new bonus scoring card being revealed at the end of the 10th round
after the original bonus scoring has been resolved.

● Bonus scoring cards have different wording on who scores points when
they are resolved. They either award points to any player that would meet
the criteria on the card or only one player is awarded the points. Cards that
are meant to award only one player the points can result in a tie.

○ In the event of a tie when deciding who scores the points for a bonus
scoring both of the players that tied score the points written on the
card.

○ If there are only two players in the game, neither of the players score
the points in the event of a tie.
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Individual plant type rules

Tomato Plants

Growth
● Tomato plants are considered fully grown at growth tier 3.
● Tomato plants die if they are at growth tier 6.

Harvest
● Tomato plants are worth 1 point each when harvested.
● Tomato plants must be removed from the board when they are harvested.

Propagate
● When you propagate a tomato plant you choose one of the following

patterns then place new tomato plants on the tiles marked with an X. The
tomato symbol represents the point of origin.
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Carrot Plants

Growth
● Carrot plants are fully grown at growth tier 3.
● Carrot plants die if they are at growth tier 6.

Harvest
● Carrot plants are worth 2 points each when harvested.
● Carrot plants must be removed from the board when they are harvested.

Propagate
● When you propagate a carrot plant you choose one of the following

patterns then place new carrot plants on the tiles marked with an X. The
carrot symbol represents the point of origin.
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Apple Trees

Growth
● Apple trees are fully grown at growth tier 5.
● Apple trees die if they are at growth tier 10.

Harvest
● Apple trees are worth 4 points each when harvested.
● Apple trees remain on the board when they are harvested, but their growth

is reset back to tier 0.

Propagate
● When you propagate an apple tree you choose one of the tiles marked

with an X shown in the pattern below to place a new apple tree. The apple
symbol represents the point of origin.
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Minnetrista's Spot-'em All
     A classic game of spot the difference picture game.

                                                      ~ J   Logan



How to Win

Single Player Game Rules

Game Rules

Pen, marker, pencil,or any type of writing

utensil.

Phone, watch, egg timer, or some sort of timer. 

 

 You will first need to print out the image and grab a
writing utensil.

 Set your timer for two minutes. 
 Spot and mark all the differences between images

before the time runs out. 

 
1.

2.
3.

 

You Will Need:

If both players find all the differences before the time runs
out, the player who finishes first wins. 

If neither player finds all of the differences before the set
time runs out, the player who spotted the most differences

wins. 

1.

2.

 

1+ Player Game Rules
You will first need to print out the image and

grab a writing utensil.

Set your timer for two minutes. 

Spot and mark all the differences between

images before the time runs out. 

Once you find all the objects, declare you

spotted it. 

1.

2.
3.

4.

 
 
 
 

AGES 3+



Spot the Difference
Look at the original image: Look at the original image: "On a Clear Day,” from Season 14 (1988)

Now Spot 5 Differences 



Spot the Difference
Look at the original image: Minnetrista Herb Garden

Now Spot 5 Differences 



Spot the Difference
Look at the original image: Elisabeth Ball with her cousins Margaret, Lucy, and E. Arthur Ball  

Now Spot 5 Differences 



Answers
Puzzle 1:

Puzzle 2:

Puzzle 3:



Contact
  

Jelogan@bsu.edu
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